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A detailed study of the holomorphic continuations of primitives of iterates of the 
Dirac operator D in C” is given. This analysis is used to study holomorphic con- 
tinuations of solutions to Shrodinger type equations. Also analytic and continuous 
extensions of solutions to homogeneous Dirac equations are studied, and it is 
shown that for each cell of harmonicity considered here there exist solutions to each 
iterate of the Dirac operator which may not be extended beyond any point of the 
closure of the cell. In 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let D denote the Dirac operator in C”, where n is even and greater than 
two, and let {A,(z)} b e a finite sequence of holomorphic potentials. Then 
in this paper we use Huygens principle type integral formulae to study the 
holomorphic continuations and continuous extensions of solutions to the 
Dirac type equation 
Dkf(z) = g(z), 
where g(z) is some given holomorphic function, and to study similar 
problems for solutions to the Schrodinger type equation 
k-l 
Dkj-(z) + c A,(z)D’f(z) = 0. 
j=O 
We also use Runge approximation theorems to show that for the 
domains considered here the equation Dkf(z) = 0 has a solution which may 
not be analytically continued beyond any point of the domain’s boundary. 
For k 2 n we use the integral formulae described here to study the topology 
of these domain of holomorphy. 
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PRELIMINARIES 
Suppose {~i};.7=, is an orthonormal basis for R” then as in [l 1, 
Chap. 131 and elsewhere, we may consider R” as a subspace of the real 
2”-dimensional Clifford algebra A,, and these basis elements satisfy the 
usual anticommutation relationship e,e, + e,e, = 26,,, where S,j is the 
Kronecker delta. The Euclidean Dir& operator is defined to be 
D, = J$‘=, e,(a/&,), and for a domain U, 5 R” a function f: U, + A,, 
which satisfies the equation DRf(x) = 0, for all XE UR, is called a left 
regular function. A similar definition may be given for right regular func- 
tions. Properties of left regular functions have been studied extensively by 
a number of authors (e.g., [2, 6, 7, 9, lo]). This analysis is referred to as 
Clifford analysis, and it extends the quaternionic function theory developed 
by Fueter in the 1930s [3,4]. 
Each left regular function f satisfies the Cauchy integral formula [2] 
where o, is the surface area of the unit sphere in R”, M is a compact 
n-dimensional manifold lying in U,, G(x) = x 1x1-“, x0 E &, and 
Wx=C;=, (-l)‘e,Jxi. 
In greater generality we call a function f: U, + A,, a k-left regular 
function if it satisfies the differential equation D”, f(x) = 0, for some 
positive integer k, and we have that when n is even 
A,G,(x,-x) W~D;~‘f(x);l(p), (1) 
where A, = 1, A, is a constant with 
D,A,G,(x) = -A,-, G,.- ,(x1, 
G,(x) = x-“+~ for 1 dpdn- 1, where x-‘=x I.x~~~, G,(x)= ilog( -x2), 
Gp(x)=+xP-n(log-x2)+.-1(p-n)x p--n for n + 1 <p<k, and A(p) = 1 
for 1 <p < k, and is zero otherwise. 
Similar integral formulae may be given for the cases where n is odd. In 
the case where k = 2 it may be observerd that the formula (1) corresponds 
to Green’s formula for harmonic functions. 
We denote the right A, module of k-left regular functions defined over 
a domain U, by r,(U,, A,,). 
In [S] Lelong uses Green’s formula to give a geometric description of 
the domains in C”, with n even, to which harmonic functions, defined on 
a domain U,, may be holomorphically continued. Similarly, the formula 
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(1) may be used to describe the holomorphic continuations of the elements 
of r,( U,, A,). We have [ 161 that for 1 <k d n - 1 eachfe r,( U,, A,) has 
a unique holomorphic continuation to the domain 0, s C”, where ok is 
the component of C”\U,, UR, UR N(x) containing U,, and N(x) = {z~ @“: 
(z - x)~ = 0). Moreover [ 173, for k 2 n each element of r,( U,, A,) has a 
unique holomorphic continuation to a Riemann surface, in n complex 
variables, which covers the domain 0,. 
Following [ 1, 8, 16, 181 the domain 8, is called a cell of harmonicity. 
The holomorphic continuations of k-left regular functions to cells of 
harmonicity, or their covering spaces, is an important special case of a 
more general principle. We now proceed to describe the general case. We 
begin with: 
DEFINITION 1. The differential operator D = c,“= I e,(a/az,) is called the 
Diruc operator in C”, and for U a domain in @“, and A,(C) the com- 
plexification of the real Clifford algebra A,, a holomorphic function 
,fi U--t A,(C) is called a complex k-left regular function if it satisfies the 
differential equation D"f (z) = 0 for all z E U. 
We denote the right A,(@) module of complex k-left regular functions 
defined over a domain U by T,*(U, A,(C)). From now on we shall assume 
that n is even and greater than 2. 
DEFINITION 2 [ 131. Let M be a compact, real, n-dimensional manifold 
lying in @” and for each z6:M we have N(z)n M= {z} and 
TM, n N(z) = {z}. Then M is called a manifold of type one. 
DEFINITION 3 [ 131. Let M be a real, n-dimensional manifold lying in 
@“, with the property that each compact, n-dimensional submanifold of M 
is a manifold of type one. Then M is called a manifold of type two. 
Each domain U,, c R” G @“, is an example of a manifold of type two. 
More general examples of these manifolds are described in [ 151. 
We denote the right A,(C) module of complex k-left regular functions, 
each defined in some neighbourhood of a manifold M of type two, by 
T,*(M, A,(C)). Also, for each manifold M of type two we denote the 
subdomain of Cn\UzE,o,M N(z) containing M by fi, and following [8] 
we also call this domain a cell of harmonicity. 
Following. [ 133 it is straightforward, taking holomorphic continuations 
of each Gk(x), to adapt the integral formula (1) to show that for 
1 <k d n - 1 each f E r,*(A4, A,(C)) has a holomorphic continuation to a. 
Moreover [17], for k 2 n it is straightforward to deduce that each 
f E r,*(A4, A,(@)) has a holomorphic continuation to a Riemann surface 
which countably covers I@. 
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In some circumstances it is more desirable, in the cases where k 3 n, to 
obtain some suitable subdomain of &i to which eachf6 J;*(M, A,(C)) has 
a unique holomorphic continuation. To reach this objective we first 
observe that for each z E i@\M we have that the set N(z) n M is a manifold 
homeomorphic to the sphere S” ‘. (As a direct spin-off of this observation 
it is a straightforward, but tedious, calculation to deduce that for each 
bounded manifold M of type two the domain fi is also bounded.) 
DEFINITION 4 [ 171. Suppose that M is a manifold of type two and 
zO E fi is a point such that for each z E N(z,) n M the line segment joining 
zO to z lies in fi. Then the point zO is said to be null connected to M. 
DEFINITION 5 [17]. For M a manifold of type two the set of points 
(zO E ff: zO is null connected to M} is called the null connected subdomain 
of fi, and it is denoted by Nfi. 
LEMMA 1 [ 171. For M a manifold tw’o the null connected subdomain of 
I@ is a subdomain qf fi, and each closed loop in Nfi is homotopic to a closed 
loop in M. 
As a consequence of Lemma 1 we have that for each integer k > 1, each 
f~ r,*(M, A,(C)) has a unique holomorphic continuation to N& 
GENERALIZATIONS OF PREVIOUS RESULTS 
For M a manifold of type two we describe in [ 131 a sequence {M,};‘_ , 
of submanifolds of M, where each M, is a manifold of type one, with 
M, t M, and for each .l, M, G A%[+, .
The functions P,,,: r,,?(M, A,(@)) + R defined by PIk(f) = 
sup..,,,, (f(z)/ form a countable system of norms on T,*(M, A,(=)). By 
arguments imilar to those described in [ 131 we have that for each k the 
countable system of norms {P,,,},“=, endows the right A,(@) module 
T,*(M, A,(@)) with a right Frtchet module structure. We denote this right 
Frechet module by (r,*(M, A,(C)), Pk). 
It is also straightforward to adopt the arugments given in [13] and 
to use the arguments given here to deduce that the functions 
Q1.k: ri+Vf, A,(C)) -, R defined by Q,,Af) = sup, E(.IN~, If(z for k Z n, 
form a proper countable system of norms on I’,*(M, A,(@)), where 
1z1=(1z,12+ ... +l~,...,,~~)“~ for zO+ ... +z,...~~,...~,EA.(@). Again, 
it may be deduced that under this system of norms the space 
TAM, A,(@)) is a right A,(C) Frtchet module. We denote this Frechet 
module by (r,*(M, A,(C)), Qk). Similarly to [ 131 we have: 
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THEOREM 1. The right A,(@) Frechet modules (T,*(M, A,(@)), Pk) and 
(T,,?(M, A,(@)), Qk) are topologically isomorphic. 
Also, using the holomorphic potentials Gk(z) it is straightforward to 
adapt the arguments given in [13] to deduce the following approximation 
theorem: 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a compact subset of M, a manifold of type two, 
with the property that the number of connected components in the set 
(cl(M) - M) is finite. Suppose also that the set (M - X) does not possess any 
bounded component, 0, such that (cl t3) - 0 E X. Then for each complex k-left 
regular function f defined in un open neighbourhood of X, and for each 
EE Rf, there is a gEfc(M, A,(@)) such that SUP,,~ If(z)-g(z)1 GE. 
Using Theorem 2 it is straightforward to adapt the arguments given in 
[ 131 to deduce the following Runge approximation theorem: 
THEOREM 3. Let V be an open subset of M, a mantfold of type two, and 
suppose that M- V does not contain a bounded component 0 which satisfies 
the condition cl(e) - 6 s cl( V). Then the right Frechet module r,*(M, A,(C)) 
is dense in the right Frtchet module r,*( V, A,(@)). 
Extending on arguments given in [13, 143 we now give generalizations 
of the Moisil-Teodorescu and Coulomb transforms described in [ 143 and 
elsewhere. We begin by reintroducing Moisil-Teodorescu neighbourhoods. 
First we have: 
DEFINITION 6 [ 131. Suppose M, G@“, is a manifold of type one, and 
h: Mx [0, l] -+ C” is a homotopy satisfying the conditions: 
(i) h(M, 0) = M, 
for each t E [0, l] 
(ii) h(z, t) = z for z E 8M, 
(iii) the set h(M, t) is a manifold of type one, and the function 
h: M x {t} -+ h(M, t) is a diffeomorphim. 
Then the homotopy h is called a homotopy of type one. 
By arguments imilar to those used in [14] we now have: 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that for some domain U E C” there is a 
holomorphic function B: U + A,(@), and that MI, M, c U are manifolds of 
type one which are homotopic via a homotopy, h: M, x [0, l] + U, of type 
5X0,87 2-7 
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one within U which satisfies the condition that for some point z0 E M, we haGe 
that h(z,, t) = z0 for all t E [0, 11. Then 
T,,,,(Bh)=$ jM A,&(z-z,)B(z)dz” 
I 
AkGk(Z -%I)&) d.” = Tk,M2 (BNz,), 
where ck(z) is the holomorphic continuation of G,(x), and dz” = 
dz, A ... A dz,,. 
Note that when k 2 n the function Gk(z) is no longer uniquely defined. 
Following [ 131 we now introduce: 
DEFINITION 7. For U a domain in @” and M, s U, a manifold of type 
one, let Q(M, U) be the maximal open subset of U which satisfies the 
conditions: 
(1) tirLI(M, U), 
(2) aikea(ciqM, u)), 
(3) for each z,EQ(M, U) there is a manifold M’ of type one such 
that Z,,E A%’ c Q(M, U) and there is a homotopy of type one 
h’: Mx [0, l] + cl(Q(M, U)) such that h’(M, 0) = A4 and h’(M, 1) = M’, 
and 
(4) for each pair of manifolds M, M, E cl(Q(M, U)), of type one 
which are homotopic within cl(Q(M, U)), via homotopics of type one, to 
A4 and with a point z,, E I@, n &tZ, then there is a homotopy of type one 
h: M, x [0, l] -+ cl(Q(M, U)) such that 
(ii) h(M,, l)=MI, and 
(iii) h(z,, t) =zO for all tE [0, 11. 
Then Q(M, U) is called a Moisil-Teodorescu neighbourhood. 
Part of the purpose of this paper is to give a simpler characterization of 
Moisil-Teodorescu neighbourhoods. 
By arguments similar to those used in [14] it is straightforward to 
deduce: 
THEOREM 4. Suppose B: U -+ A,(@) is a holomorphic function, Mc U 
is a manifold of type one, and Q(M, U) is the Moisil-Teodorescu 
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neighbourhood. Then for each positive integer k there is a uniquely defined 
holomorphic function 
Tuwwuj(B): Q(M U) -+ A,(@): Twm.,,u,(B)(z) = Tk,,+,,(B)(z), 
where z E A, E Q(M, U), and M’ is a mantfod of type one homotopic via a 
homotopy of type one, to M. 
DEFINITION 8. The function Tk,,c,,,,(B), introduced in Theorem 4, is 
called the k order holomorphic Moisil-Teodorescu transform of B over 
Q(M, U). 
By arguments imilar to those given in [ 143 we have: 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that B: U -+ A,(C) is a holomorphic funtion, and 
M, E U, is a mamfold of type one, then for each positive integer k z 2 
~Tw(,, u,(B) = Tk - I,R(M, u,(B) 
~TLRW, u,(B) = -B. 
As a direct consequence of Theorem 5 we have that 
Dk( - l)Ck’z’Tk,,~,,u,(B)= -B, 
where [k/2] denotes the integer part of k/2. 
It is now straightforward to use Theorems 2 and 5 to deduce the 
following generalization of [ 13, Theorems 22 and 231: 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that g: U -+ A,(@) is a holomorphic function, and 
M is a manifold of type two lying in the open set U, and satisfying the condi- 
tion that the number of components in the set (cl M) - M) is finite. Then 
there is an open set U(g) 5 U such that M c U(g), and for each positive 
integer k there is a holomorphic function hk: U(g) + A,(@) such that 
D&h,(z) = g(z). 
We shall in this paper give a more geometric characterization of this 
domain U(.g) than the one given in [14]. 
We shall now use the kth order Moisil-Teodorescu transform to study 
properties of the solution spaces to the Schrbdinger type equation 
k-l 
D”f (z) + c Ai(z = 0, 
j=O 
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where each ,4,(z) is a holomorphic function. The results that we illustrate 
here generalize results that we previously described in [ 14 3. We begin with: 
DEFINITION 9. Suppose that V: U -+ A,(@) is a holomorphic function 
and that for j=O, . . . . k- 1 the functions B,: U--f A,(@) are also 
holomorphic functions, and that @V(z) + xi:; B,(z)D’V(z) = 0. Then 
V(z) is called a k th order Icft regular,function with respect to the potentials 
P,J:=d~ 
Generalizing [ 14, Propositions 6 and lo] we have: 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that V: U -+ A,(@) is a kth order left regular 
function with respect to the potentials (B,]::d, and M is a manifold of type 
one lying in U. Then for each point z,, EM we have 
V(z,) = + f ‘f’ Aj&(z - zO) WzDJ- ‘V(z) 
n JM ;=, 
I 
k-l 
+ A/$&-zo) c B,(z)DPV(z) 
M p=o > 
(2) 
We may rewrite Eq. (2) as 
1 k-l 
- 
W, I c 
Aj@z - zo) WzD’- ‘V(z) 
JM j=o 
= V(zo)-++S, A,~,(z-z,)~~’ BP(z)DPV(z). (3) 
n p=O 
As each Bj(z) is a holomorphic function, and V(z) is a holomorphic func- 
tion, we have that the right hand side of Eq. (3) may be holomorphically 
continued within Q(M, U) to give the holomorphic function 
v(Zo) - Tk,,,M, c/j (I!: B,D”v) (~0). 
Moreover, the left hand side of Eq. (3) may be holomorphically continued 
within fi to a complex k-left regular function Vk(zo). 
We now give the following generalization of a definition given in [14]: 
DEFINITION 10. Suppose that V: U -+ A,(@) is a kth order left regular 
function with respect o the potentials ( Bj>r:d, and M, E U is a manifold 
of type one. Then the transform V(z,) H V(zo) - T,,,,,,,,(Ck,:A B,(z) 
DpV(z))(zo), where z,Es~(M, U), is called the kth order Dirac transform 
with respect to K and { B,,}z~h. 
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We denote this transform by 
It is now straightforward to adapt arguments given in [ 141 to determine 
conditions under which this transform is invertible. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose B,: U + A,(@) is a holomorphic function, for 
p = 0, . ..) k - 1, and M, E U, is manifold of type two. Then there exists a 
covering {M,} T? 1 of M by manifolds of type one such that for each kth order 
left regular function with respect to the potentials { B,}i:A 
v: U(V) + A,(C), 
with Mc U(V), and the kth order Dirac transform 
( 
k-l 
D,,({B,):,::,): V(zo)‘-- v(zo)- Tk,n(,w,,u(v)) p;. B,W’W) (~0) 
is invertible on an open set U(M,, V), for each IE N +. 
Outline Proof: Adapting the arguments given in [ 14, Theorem 83 we 
may choose a covering (M,}z r of M by manifolds of type one such that 
k-l 
c sup 
p=o =ocfaM,U(4) 
(4) 
where J: U(V) + A,(C) is a holomorphic function, and 6,~ (0, 1). 
On the denoting the 2nd order iterate 
( 
k-l k-l 
T k,R(M/,U(Y)) 1 B~(z)DP 
>( 
Tk.C2W,,r/(W 
p=O 
pFo BW’JW) (~0) 
of the operator Tk,R(M,. u( v)) (C”,:h Bp(z)Dp) acting on J(z) by 
k-l 
T:.*w,. w VI) 1 Bp@)Dp (J)(zo) 
p=o > 
and the qth order iterate of Tk,RCM,, oCvIj (C”,ri Bp(z)DP) acting on J(z) by 
k-l 
Tq k,Q(M/,WY)) p;. B,(z)D’) V)(zo) 
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we have from the inequality (4) that the series of holomorphic functions 
Pbf,(P$~kp2JV(zo) + Tk.P,M,,U,I’H 
( 
k-l 
x c ~,wv+f,({B,)k,2l (VI (zo) 
p=O > 
+ f Tkwf,,U~V~~ 
k I 
y=2 
p;o B,(zPp) (D~,({Bp}kp;h(V))(Zo)) 
converges uniformly on the open set Q(M,U( I’)) to V(z). 1 
It immediately follows from the outline proof of Theorem 7 that we have 
the following generalization of [ 14, Proposition 71: 
PROPOSITION 3. For each bounded complex k-left regular function 
f: I@, -+ A,(@) the series of holomorphic functions 
k-l 
f tz) + Tk,.Q(M,, U) plzo B,(z)Pf (4) (zo) 
+ % %&u,I,U, 
q=2 
converges untformly on the open set Q(M,, U) to a bounded holomorphic 
function which is k th order left regular with respect to the potentials 
{B,}k,& 
We denote the right A,(@) module of bounded complex k-left regular 
functions f: Nh,--+ A,(@) by bT,*(M,, A,(@)) and we denote the right 
A,(C) module of bounded holomorphic functions V: Q(M,, U) + A,(@) 
which are kth order left regular with respect o the potentials { B,}k,;h by 
WM,, {B,)k,:b, A,(C)). 
From Proposition 3 and the outline proof of Theorem 7 we have 
THEOREM 8. Under the supremum norm the right A,(@) modules 
br,*(M,, A,(@)) andb@(M,, (B,)k,:k, A,(@)) are topologically isomorphic. 
As the complex k-left regular function D,,( { B,}k,:h)( V)(z,) is well 
defined on A, for 1 d k < n - 1, and is well defined on Nfi, for k 3 n, we 
have the following holomorphic continuation theorem, which generalizes 
[ 14, Theorem 91. 
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THEOREM 9. Suppose that B,,: U -+ A,(C) is a holomorphic function, for 
p = 0, . . . . k - 1, and M, c U, is a mantfold of type two. Then there is an open 
set U’ G U, with MG U’, such that for each k th order left regular function 
with respect to the potentials { B,}k,:b, 
V: U(V)?M+A,(@), 
there exists a function 
8: U’ --) A,(C) 
which is kth order left regular with respect to the potentials (B,}k,;b, and 
PI ti’n U(Y) = v. 
In conclusion to this section we give the following generalization of [ 14, 
Theorem lo], yielding Laurent expansions for the kth order left regular 
functions with respect o the potentials { B,}k,:h. 
THEOREM 10. Suppose B,: U + A,(C) are holomorphic functions, for 
p=O, . . . . k- 1, and V: U’C U + A,(@) is a kth order left regular function 
with respect to the potentials {BP}“,::, and k < n - 1. Suppose also that for 
some point z, E C” the annulus 
A= {zEC”:z=z, +x, wherexER” 
andR,~I~l~R~,withR,,R,ER+) 
is contained in U’, and 
k-l k-l 
c sup DPTk,C(A, “‘) 
p=o ZptR(A,Ur) 
k-l 
a sup lD”v(z;)l. 
p=o z;tn(a,u’) 
Then there is an open neighbourhood Sz containing A, on which the series 
m k-1 , \ 
+ 1 1 c @,, ..-r,,mJz)b/, .--/ m~q;~ 
m=O y=o t I,--./,-, ) 
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converges unijbrmly to V(z), where Y,, ,,,, 4,(z) und O,, ,,,, l,,(z) ure k-lefi 
order Icft regular functions M,ith respect to the potentials (B,):_[,, and 
Outline Proc$ The kth order Dirac transform 
( 
h- I
Q4cPJ::d) Wo) = V(zo) - ~k.,,,,,~, c (B,)(z)DPV(z) (zo) I) = 0 > 
is a complex k-left regular function of Q(A, U’). For k d n - 1 we have, 
from [17], that on Q(A, U’) there is the decomposition 
Q4({&J:LwNzo) 
= f ‘Cl (, .: (z~-z,)Ph.. ,mmq.y(zO-zlh ,... ,mmq,q) 
nz=o q=o , m u 
CI. x 1 
+ 1 c 1 (zo-z,)P,, 
m=O y=o ( II---l, y 
,,-,,,(zO-zlh. .lm.q:q), 
where each P,, ...l,,mv,q (z. - z, ) is a complex left regular polynomial, 
homogeneous of degree m - q with respect o zo, and each G,, ,,,(z, - z,) 
is a complex left regular function, homogeneous of degree (-m-n + 1) 
with respect to zo. On applying the inverse of this k th order Dirac trans- 
form to each (z,-z,)yP,, ..,,, (zo-z,) and each (z,-z,)~G ,,.. ,,(zo-z,) 
we get the result on placing 
Y /, lm~,,(z)=DA({B,}:=d)~’ ((zo-z~)ypI,...,~~,,,(zo-z,))(zo) 
and 
0 /,.. ,,~,,(z)=Da((B,):=ol)- I ((zo-ZIY’G,, -I, Jzo--z,Mo). I 
HUYGENS PRINCIPLE TYPE INTEGRAL FORMULAE 
In [16, Theorem lo] we deduce: 
THEOREM 11. Suppose that ,f: Us C,2 ---) A,(@) is a complex k-left 
regular function, with k d n - 1. Suppose also that M, E U, is an 
n-dimensional manifold of type one then for each z. E i@\ I@ we have 
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1 
’ (z- i~~(z,))~ (z+ izB(z,))‘P4--m 
y=Omod2 
x Res -vh) ZBh)W(Z,) zo=z, (~-iz~(z~))~~‘+ (z+izB(zl))m (Z+iZB(Z1))-‘+y+m 1 
(5) 
where 21= n, Res,= .,cf(z)/z) is the residue of f (z)/z at z = zl, where 
z=z,(zl), z,cN(z,)nM, zB(z,)EC\(O}, z,-zo=u(z,)+iv(zl), v(z,)= 
zA(zlWb~), with zAz~)~~‘\(O), v’(zlJ2= 1, u(zl)=zB(zl)+~(zl)iu(zI), 
with We = 1, A(z,) E R+ u (01, and 
v’(z,)w(z,) + w(z,)v’(z,) = 0. 
Moreover, n(z, )d( N(z,) n M) is the complex vector valued measure obtained 
by considering the measure Wz over the manifold (N(z,) n M) x s’, where 
each S’ is the unit circle centred at z, and contained in the complex hyper- 
plane spanned by v(z,) and iv(z,), and factoring out this measure by the 
complex measure over each S’. 
When k = 2 and Mc R”, CC”, the integral (5) corresponds the Huygens 
principle for the wave equation for space time of even dimensions given in 
[S, Chap. 61. 
On noting that the fundamental group nl(Cn\ N(0)) is isomorphic to the 
integers, and lim, _ o z log z = 0, it is now straightforward to extend 
Theorem 11 to the cases where k > n. 
Using the same notation as in Theorem 11 we have: 
THEOREM 12. Suppose that f: U c C” + A,(@) is a complex k-left 
regular function, with k 2 n. Suppose also that M, E U, is an n-dimensional 
mantfold of type one, then for each z. E N&I &l we have 
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f(zo~=$yN,r”inM { “i A, i (‘;“j (*cs(lii)’ 4 
y = 1 n,=O 
4 = Omod 2 
x Res 
1 
1 z=z, (z- iZB(Zl)y (z + iZB(Z,)) , 
y=Omod2 
x Res ZL3(Zl)W(Zl) v’(z,) 
zgzz, (Z+iZg(Z*))m-(Z-~iZs(Z,))~~ ’ (z+iz~(ZJ))Y+m ’ 
+L 
w J‘ 
271’ i: A,(z-z,)‘- “WzD’-If(z), 
m DIM) 2r k=n 
where D( N(z,) n M) is a real (n - 1 )-dimensional manifold laying in Nfi, 
and with boundary N(z,) n hf. 
Note 1. As z0 E Nfi\k one possible construction of D(N(z,) n M) is 
take a point z, E N(z,) n M and to consider the line segment z, + t(z, - z, ) 
for t E [0, 1). Then set 
D(N(z,)nM)= u N(z, + t(z,-zo))nM. 
It co,11 
In this case D(N(z,)n M)G&, and we denote D(N(z,)nM) by 
D’( N(z,) n M). 
Note 2. In fact the construction of D(N(z,) n M) in Note 1 only 
depends on a line segment { z1 + t(z, - z, ): t E [0, 1 ] } lying in ii? for some 
z, E N(z,) n M. However, a straightforward, but tedious calculation 
reveals: 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that M is a manifold of type one, and for some point 
z,~fi the line segment {zl+t(zo-zz,): tE [0, 11) lies in fi for some 
z,~N(z,)nM. Then z,~Nfi. 
Using the integral formula (6) it is straightforward to adapt arguments 
given in [16, Theorem 51 to deduce the following continuous extension 
theorem: 
THEOREM 13. Suppose that S: U E C” -+ A,,(C) is a complex k-left 
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regular function, with k 3 n. Suppose also that M, 5 U, is an n-dimensional 
manifold of type one. Then there is a continuous function 
where Y(M 
and 
)=dMu {zEc”:N(z)nM is an (n - 2)-dimensional manifold}, 
for each z E 
(1) rAM(zo) =f(zo) 
: Ni@; 
(2) r,A.Azo, = 0, 
if N(z,) n M = cp; otherwise 
(3) ,:Jzo)=~jx(,,,i “c’ A, li (‘m”) (2iz (; )),-” 
q=l VI=0 B 1 
q=Omod2 
L 1 x ,R=“,“, l (j, GL,)Yl4] (z- izB(zI))m (z + izB(z,))‘-qPm 
q=Omod2 
A,(z - z~)~-~ WzD’- ‘f(z), 
where X(z,) = N(z,) n M, the measure n(z,)dX(z,) is the restriction of the 
measure n(z,)d(N(z,) n M) to X(z,), and 
C?(zo)= u N~~+t(z~--~))nM 
IE co, II 
where z2 E N(z,) n M. 
Note. When Ni@# fi we have that Q(zo) is not homeomorphic to a 
disk for z. E fi\ Nfi, so that T’M(zo) #f(z,) in general for z. E &\N&. 
Moreover, CL+,(z) need not necessarily be a holomorphic function on 
the open set (&\Nfi). Consequently, we have described a well defined 
continuous, but not holomorphic, extension off(z) from Nfi to &. 
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To describe how the integral formula (6) may be adapted to give an 
integral formula for all points zO in the Riemann surface covering fi, for A4 
a manifold of type one, we first require the following remark and definition: 
Remark. Suppose that Mc C” is a connected manifold of type one, 
then as H, ~ ,(P\ N(z), Z) z Z, there is one component, X0, of cYM which 
is homologous in C”\&‘(z) to the sphere S”-’ +z for each ZE A?. 
DEFINITION 11. Suppose that A4 c @” is a connected manifold of type 
one, then the components X,, . . . . X, of 8M which are homologous to zero 
in Cc”\ N(z), for each z E A, are called non-generating components of i3M. 
It is now a straightforward matter to deform the manifold D(N(z) n M), 
appearing in expression (6), within M, by moving zO with k to obtain the 
following integral formula: 
THEOREM 14. Suppose that M, EC”, is a connected mantfold of type 
one, and M* is the Riemann surface covering fi to which each complex k-left 
regular function, J; defined in a neighbourhood of NM, may be uniquely 
extended, for k > n. Suppose also that p: &f* + fi is the projection map. 
Then for each zO E fi* there are integers jl(zO), . . . . j,(z,) such that 
f(zo)=~jN~,,,,, { ‘Cl Ayi (‘M’) (ziz,(i,))‘pY 
q=l m=O 
y=OmodZ 
y=OmodZ 
v’(z,) 
(Z+lzB(21))~+m-~ 
-(z-i~~(z,))~-’ DY- Y(z) n(zl MN(zo) n W 
where P(Y~) = zo, D’(N(z,) n M) is a submantfold of M, with boundary 
N(z,) n M, p is the number of non-generating components of aM, and each 
X,Y is a non-generating component of dM. 
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Having introduced these properties, and associated integral formulae, we 
now proceed to show that for each manifold of type one we may construct 
a complex k-left regular function, with k <n - 1, on fi, which may not be 
holomorphically continued beyond any part of the boundary of i@. First 
we recall from [ 16, Proposition 41 that for each manifold A4 of type one 
there is a C’ manifold M, , of type one, such that M c A?, . Using this fact 
we may now deduce: 
THEOREM 15. For each manifold M, of type one, and each integer k with 
1 < k < n - 1, there exists a complex k-left regular function which may not be 
homorphically extended beyond any point of the boundary of ii%. 
Proof Suppose that the sequence (zi} zO is a dense subset of aM. 
Then, for the manifold M, there is a sequence ( Vi},“= i, where each Vi is 
an open subset of M, with the following properties: 
(1) each domain Vj is contractible within M, to A%, 
(2) there is a manifold U,, of type one, contained in Vi, and Uj c M, 
(3) moreover limj,, iJ,=M, and U,G Uj+l, 
(4) each V, contains the points zO, . . . . zj- i in its interior, but it does 
not contain the point zj, and 
(5) for each j the open set n{= i Vj is contractible within Mi to M. 
The domain Vj may be constructe by choosing M, so that it is contrac- 
tible within itself onto A4 and then choosing suitable retracts of &, within 
itself. 
Now consider the function 
f(z)=Gk(z-zO)+ f G/c(z-zj)-gj(Z), 
j=l 
where z E fi, and gj: &, + A,(c) is a complex k-left regular function, with 
(7) 
for some EE R+. It is a consequence of Theorem 2 that we may obtain the 
inequality (7). 
It now follows fro% property (5), for the sets Vi, that for each q > 1 and 
for each z E N(z,) n M there is a continuous function 
580/87/Z-8 
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such that lim, _ i A,(t) = z. Moreover, the function 
fqW =f(z’) - G,(z’ - zq) 
is bounded on the set &((O, 1)). 
Consequently, 
lim f&(r)) 
t-1 
is not finite. Moreover, the set of all such z’s is dense in a(&. 1 
For the case where A4 is a disk lying in R” and k = 1 we have previously 
established this result in [15]. 
It is straightforward to adapt the arguments given in the proof of 
Theorem 15 to establish: 
THEOREM 16. For each manifold M of type one, with i@= Nfi, and each 
integer k 2 n, there exists a complex k-left regular function which may not be 
holomorphically extended beyond any point of the boundary of fi. 
We shall now try to extend Theorems 15 and 16 in two directions. First 
we begin with: 
THEOREM 17. Suppose M is a manifold of type one with fi # NI@. 
Suppose that ii? is the Riemann surface covering iii to which each complex 
k-left function, dlefned in a neighbourhood of N& may be uniquely 
extended, and p: I@* + & is its projection map. Suppose also that M, and 
M, are submantfolds of M, also of type one, with M, G i@, , M, G I@, such 
that M, is a retract of M within itself, and M2 is a retract of M, within 
itself: Then for each pair of complex k-left regular functions f, g defined on 
fi, with k > n, and 
sup If(z) -g(z)l < 8, 
ZEMl 
for some E > 0 we have that for each y0 E ff: ( =p-‘(fi2)) there is a positive 
integer m(y,) such that 
If ho) -&dl < WI + medal 
where K,, K, E Ri. Moreover, the integer m(y,) is locally constant. 
Proof We have that for each y0 E I%?,* 
(8) 
f (YO) -dYd =; I, ;: AqGq(Yo - z)) WzDY- ‘(f(z) -8(Z)). (9) 
n lq--1 
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For l<p<n-1 we have that 
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Z’,(Y, - z) = G,(P(Y,)) = &(P(Yo) - zh 
and for n < q <k we have that 
G,(y, - z) = G,(P(Yo)) = G’,(P(Yo) -z) 
+271ill(Yo)(P(Yo)-z)q-", 
where ~(y,,) is the winding number associated to the point y0 within the 
Riemann surface fi: relative to the projection p: fi: -+ fi,. It is 
straightforward to observe that this number is locally constant. 1 
On placing m(y,) = Ip(yO)l it is straightforward to obtain the inequality 
(8) from Eq. (9). 
Using Theorem 17 we have the following generalization of Theorems 5 
and 16. 
THEOREM 18. Suppose that M is a manifold of type one with fi# Nfi. 
Suppose that A* is the Riemann surface covering i@ to which each complex 
k-left regular function, defined on Nfi, may be uniquely extended. Then for 
each k B n there is a complex k-left regular function j A* --) A,(@) which 
may not be holomorphically extended beyond any point of i@*. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 15 we may choose a sequence 
{ zi} p”= ,, which is a dense subset of LYM, and we may choose a manifold M, 
of type one with ME A, and such that M, may be retracted within itself 
onto 44. Moreover, we may also choose the sequence { Vi}?= i described in 
the proof of Theorem 15, but with the added property that each Uj is a 
retract of M within itself. Under these circumstances it follows from 
Theorem 17 that we may consider the function 
f(Y)=G/c(~-z,)+ f c/c(Y-Zj-2j(Y)h 
j=l 
where 
for all y E v*, and each gj(y) is a complex k-left regular function. As m(y) 
is locally constant, the result now follows from arguments imilar to those 
given in the proof of Theorem 15. 1 
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DEFINITION 12. Suppose that M is a manifold of type two, an that for 
the function 
where diag(M x M) = ((z, z): z E M}, and S*“- ’ is the unit sphere is @” 
(g R*“), we have that 
r((M x M(/diag(M x M)) n N(0) = 0. 
Then M is called a controlled mantfold of type two. 
Any open subset of R” is a controlled manifold of type two. 
(10) 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose that M is a controlled mantfold of type two and 
aH# 0. Then there is a controlled manifold M’, of type two, such that 
ACM’. 
Outline Proof For each point z E a&? we may continue li;i in the 
direction lying in T@, but normal to Taa,. As the function r given in 
Definition 12 satisfies Eq. (10) the result follows from elementary continuity 
arguments. 
Using Proposition 4 we may now deduce: 
THEOREM 19. Suppose that M is a controlled manifold of type two with 
I@\ M # 0. Then for each integer k, with 1 $ k < n - 1, there is a complex 
k-left regular function f defined on fi which may not be holomorphically 
extended beyond any point of the boundary of g-. 
Proof: There exists a set Kc A?i\M such that t@j\M = ai@ v K. If K is 
not empty let { zi} be a dense subset of K, and if aR is not empty let {w,} 
be a dense subset of &V. 
(i) If K is a non-empty finite set then {zi} = (zi, . . . . z,} for some 
NE N +, and if a&? = 0, then place 
f(z)= ; G,(z-zi). 
i=O 
(ii) If K= (z,, . . . . zN} and aZi?# 0 then as M is a controlled 
manifold of type two then from Proposition 5 we have that there is a 
controlled manifold M’ of type two with A c M’ and there is a sequence 
{ vj}El, where each V, is manifold of type one lying in M’ with the 
following properties: 
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(1) each domain Vi is contractible within M’ to i; 
(2) there is a manifold U, of type one contained in V,, and Uj E @, 
(3) limj+, Uj=8 and Uj’ fijli+,; 
(4) each qj contains the points {W,, . . . . WjP I >, but it does not 
contain w,; 
(5) for each j the open set ni,= I V, is a retract within M’ of k. 
Now consider the function 
5 Gk(Z-Zi)+ek(Z-Wg)+ f G/c(Z-Wp)-ggp(Z), 
i=l p=l 
where each g,(z) is a complex k-left regular function, and 
SUP IGh - wp) -g,Wl < E/P2 
7.E vp 
for some E > 0. By arguments similar to those given in the proof of 
Theorem 15 it may be deduced that f(z) has a holomorphic continuation 
beyond the boundary of fi. 
(iii) Suppose now that aa= 0, and K is not a finite set. Then let 
{ W,} be a sequence of manifolds of type one with the properties: 
(A) z,~W2; 
(B) limi+, Wi=i6 and Wit @i+l; 
(C) each ai contains the points zr, . . . . zip r, but it does not 
contain the point zi. 
Then the function 
f(z)=G,(z-z,)+ f G,(z-z,)-hp(Z), 
p=2 
where h,(z) is a complex k-left regular function with 
sup 1 G,(z - zp) - h,(z) < E/p* 
ZE wp 
for some E > 0, cannot be holomorphically continued beyond &. 
(iv) Suppose now that aM# 0 and K is not a finite set. On com- 
bining (ii) and (iii) it may be observed that the function 
f(z)= 5 Gc(z-zl)+Gc(z-O)+ f z‘,(z-w,-A-g,-,(z) 
i=l p=2 
+ GAZ - zp) - h,(z), 
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where each g,- i(z) and each h,(z) is a complex k-left regular function, and 
SUP IG,(z-w,-,)-s,-l(z)l+IG,(z-z,)--hp(Z)I <WP’, 
ZEVp-,UWp 
cannot be continued beyond the boundary of i@. 1 
It is now straightforward to adapt the proof of Theorem 19, and to use 
Theorem 17. to deduce: 
THEOREM 20. Suppose that M is a controlled mantfold of type two and 
I@* is the Riemann surface covering n to which a complex k-left regular 
function defined on Ni@ has a unique holomorphic continuation. Then for 
each integer k, with k > n, there is a complex k-left regular function defined 
on i@* which may not be holomorphically continued beyond any part of a*. 
We now return to look at the equation 
Dkdz) =f (z) 
for some holomorphic function f (z). 
We have first, from Stokes’ theorem, the Cauchy-Riemann equations 
and a simple homogeneity argument: 
THEOREM 21. Suppose that g: U--t A,(C) is a holomorphic function and 
ME U is a mani$old of type one. Then for each z0 E & we have for each 
positive integer k, 
c&J = + s,, $ A,G,(z - zo) WzDp- ‘g(z) 
n P-1 
+L A,Z;k(Z - Z,)Dkg(Z) dz”, 
W, 
where dz” = dz, A . . A dz, . 
Similarly, we have: 
THEOREM 22. Suppose that g: U -+ A,(@) is a holomorphic function and 
M, c U, is a mantfold of type one. Then for each mantfold M, of type one, 
with d, c Q(M, U), and homotopic via a homotopy of type one to M we 
have that 
&o) = f j-, i A,c’,(z - z,,) WzDp- ‘g(z) 
n P--l 
+ $ s, ,j, Akck(Z - zO)Dkg(z) dz”, 
for each z,, E I%%, . 
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When zO$ M we can use the residue calculus to partialy evaluate the 
integral (1 1 ), to obtain: 
THEOREM 23. Suppose that g: U + A,(C) is a holomorphic function and 
M, E U, is a manifold of type one. Suppose that M, is also a manifold of 
type one which is homotopic within U, via a homotopy of type one, to M. 
Then for each zO E M, with zO $ M, we have: 
(A) ForkevenandlGkGn-I 
q=Omod2 
q=Omod2 
V’(Zl) -(Z-iZB(Zl))m-l (Z+iZs(Z1))-q+m~Dq--Ig(z) ) II 
x n(zl bW(zo) n W 
1 
x WW(zo) n MN, (12) 
where l(N(z,) n M) is the cone joining z. to N(z,) n M and d(l(N(z,) n M)) 
is measure on l(N(z,) n M) obtained by quotienting dz by a complex measure 
and z2 E l( N( zo) n M). 
(B) ForkoddandlGk<n-1 
g(zo’=~~~(~lnM {  Aq ~ (‘-~“) (2iz,(z,))‘-*2 
q=l m=O 
q=Omod2 
x Res 
1 1 
Dq - ‘g(z) 
z=~ (2 - izB(zI))* (z + iz,(z,))‘-q’2-m 1 
q=Omod2 
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x Res [( 
ZB(Z,)W(Z,) 
z=z, (Z-iZB(Zl))m 
2ni 
+- 
W, s ,(N(zg)nM) Ak j,, (‘m”> (2iz,&* 
x 44Wo) n Ml), (13) 
where w(zz) and v’(z2) are determined by similar means to the vectors w(zl) 
and v’(z,). 
(C) Forkan 
dzo) = F j ” wzO)nM { 5’ 4 i (‘-;“> (2izs(;))‘p”2 q=l WI=0 
q=Omod2 
’ !Fz [ 
1 1 
(z- izB(zl))m (z+ izB(z,))‘pq/2pm Dq-‘g(z) 1 
q=Omod2 
x nhMNzo)n W 
ni 
+2w, D’(N(zg)nM)r=o s 
i A (z-zo)‘-“wzD’-‘g(z) 
r 
+2K 
s 2w, eN(Tl) nM) 
A,(z - Zo)k-“Dkg(Z) dz”, (14) 
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where c(N(z,) n M) is the compact real (n + 1)-dimensional mantfold with 
boundary D’( Nz,) n M) u I( N(z,) n M). 
For the case where k = 2 and M G R” this result appears in [ 121. 
We shall denote the component of Nan Ii containing ti by NMU. It 
is now straightforward to deduce: 
PROPOSITION 5. The integral formulae appearing in Theorem 23 are valid 
for each z,, E NMU\&. 
On noting that in expressions (12), (13), and (14) the integrals over 
I( N(z,) n M) and c(N(z,) n M) contain the term @g(z), and no lower 
order differentials of g, we now have from Proposition 5 and Theorems 4 
and 5: 
THEOREM 24. Suppose B: U + A,(C) is a holomorphic function and M, 
c U, is a mantfold of type one. Then the k th order Moisil-Theodorescu 
transform Tw(~, o) (B)(z) of B(z) is well defined on the domain NMU. 
Similarly, we have from Theorem 7: 
THEOREM 25. Suppose B,: U + A,(C) is a holomorphic function, for 
p = 0, . ..) k - 1, and M, 5 U, is a mantfold of type two. Then there exists a 
covering { M,}I”_ 1 of M by mantfolds of type one such that each kth order 
left regular function with respect to the potentials { B,}k,zb is well defined on 
the open set uz, NM,U. 
We conclude by giving the following characterization of Moisil- 
Teodorescu neighbourhoods: 
THEOREM 26. Suppose that U is a domain in @” and M, G U, is a 
mantfold of type one. Then 
Q(M, U) = NMU. 
Proof: First let us suppose that z,EQ(M, U). We have that 
N(z,)n MsSZ(M, U). As Q(M, U) is an open set then there exists a 
T E [0, 1) such that for each zr E N(z,) n M we have that z0 - tz, + tz, E 
Q(M, U) for 1~ t < T. Suppose now that z0 - Tz, + Tz, 4 sZ(M, U), for 
some zr E N(z,) n M. As z0 E Q(M, U) there is an open set U, E Q(M, U) 
such that U1 = UA,t. di, where r is the unit cube in and each MA is the 
manifold of type one homotopic, via a homotopy of type one within U, to 
M. Also, there is an open set U2 E Q(M, U) such that U, = U,, t” &lp, 
where each M, is a manifold of type one homotopic, via a homotopy of 
type one, within U, to M, and A%c UZ. As each M, is homotopic within 
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U, via a homotopy of type one, to each M, we can construct the open sets 
U, and U, such that within U there is a homotopy 
H: U, x [[0, l] -+ U 
such that 
ff(U,, O)= U, 
H(U,, l)= U, 
and there is an open set U3 E U, n U, with d&i& D4 and 
H(z, t) = z 
for each z E U3 and each t E [0, 11. 
However, the point (1 - T)z, + Tz, $ R(M, U), and this contradicts the 
conditions of the homotopy M. Consequently, (1 - T)z, + Tz, E s1(M, U) 
for each TE [O, l] and each z, E N(z,) n A4, so that 
Q(M, U) _c NMU. 
Now suppose that z0 E NMU and consider the set D’(N(z,) n N) EM. 
Let R(z,), c & be a manifold of type one which contains D’(N(z,) n M) in 
its interior, such that for some E > 0 we have that for each z E aR(z,), 
inf (z - Z’I < E. 
Z’EN(~)nM 
For each z E R(z,), we may draw the line segment (1 - t)z + tz,, where 
t E [0, 11. The union of all these line segments gives a cone lying in NMU, 
provided E is chosen small enough. It is now possible, keeping aR(z,), 
fixed, to homotopically deform this cone into a manifold M, of type one 
with aR(z,), = aM, and z,eM,. Moreover, the set M, u (M\R,(z,),) is 
also a manifold of type one and as the set c(N(z,) n M) E NMU it follows 
that there is a homotopy of type one which transforms M, u (M\R(z,),) 
into M, and keeps M = R(z,), fixed. 
Consequently 
NMU c Q(M, U). 1 
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